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Chapter 1 : Wagner campaign calls mailer criticizing her illegal | Ozark Radio News
A Washington D.C.-based group called "Care in Action" has funded several attack ads against Wagner, both through
mailers and online.

Scott Wagner spent an hour trying to show how different they are. Wolf also focused on his ethics and
transparency for rejecting gifts and refusing to take a salary, while criticizing Wagner, the owner of Penn
Waste, for not releasing his personal tax returns. He put Wolf in that camp, arguing that the governor is
beholden to special interest groups, including labor unions, who have contributed heavily to his re-election
campaign. Wagner pledged that, if elected, he will get more done in the first six months as governor than
Pennsylvania residents have seen in 12 years. That line was one of several Wagner remarks that drew applause
from the crowd, which was heavy with conservative business leaders. But Wolf, who likes to talk about Venn
diagrams and finding areas of overlap between Democrats and Republicans, maintains he has been able to find
compromise in nearly four years as governor. He said he believes Pennsylvania is on the right path and that
voters will re-elect him because they want to stay the course. Much of the conversation Monday night was
about injecting more civility into politics, which has become "too much of a blood sport," Trebek said. The
lone exception may have been the death penalty. Wagner has taken a hard line, calling for mandatory capital
punishment for school shooters despite a U. Supreme Court ruling that mandatory death sentences are
unconstitutional. Wagner said "a life is a life" and that someone needs to step up and get tough on mass
murderers. Wolf imposed a moratorium on the death penalty and said he continues to stand by it. Trebek also
asked about reducing the size of the legislature, which Wagner supports and Wolf opposes. Wagner has
pushed for a k -style program to replace the traditional defined-benefit system. Wolf said he will continue to
push for a severance tax on natural-gas drillers, something he has lobbied for every year, to generate more
money for education and infrastructure. Wagner is opposed because the state already charges an impact fee on
drillers. The remaining time spent on business and tax issues focused on the tight labor market and the need
for more skilled workers. Wolf said responsible regulation makes sense. He also highlighted recent initiatives
and spending to help expand career and technical education programs run by the Department of Labor and
Industry, most notably through expanded apprenticeship programs and industry partnerships. If voters listen to
Wolf this fall, Pennsylvania is improving every year and on the right track. See more photos from the debate
here:
Chapter 2 : Wolf, Wagner face off in one and only gubernatorial debate | CPBJ
Ann Wagner's campaign say a political mailer criticizing her on immigration issues is illegal. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
reports that the mailer has circulated to St. Louis County residents in.

Chapter 3 : PA-Gov: Koch Brothers Make A Late Entrance Into The Pennsylvania Governor's Race
ST. LOUIS (AP) â€” Officials with U.S. Rep. Ann Wagner's campaign say a political mailer criticizing her on immigration
issues is illegal. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reports that the mailer has circulated to St. Louis County residents in the
final weeks before the Nov. 6 election.

Chapter 4 : PA Gov: Wolf Blasts Wagner in 2 New Ads | PoliticsPA
ST. LOUIS (AP) â€” Officials with U.S. Rep. Ann Wagner's campaign say a political mailer criticizing her on immigration
issues is illegal. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reports that the mailer has.

Chapter 5 : Wagner campaign calls mailer criticizing her illegal - Washington Times
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Wagner, a Republican, is facing a challenge from Democrat Cort VanOstran in Missouri's 2nd District. The mailer fails to
identify who paid for it, which is required by law. It claims that Wagner is "complicit in the separation of families," citing
her yes vote on a border security and immigration reform bill.

Chapter 6 : Daily Press - We are currently unavailable in your region
Wagner Campaign Calls Mailer Criticizing Her Illegal Officials with U.S. Rep. Ann Wagner's campaign say a political
mailer criticizing her on immigration issues is illegal.
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